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Urgent action required 

The last remaining large patches of grassland on private land in Hobsons Bay are under 
immediate threat. These include the high-quality Ajax Road and Burns Road (Merton 
Street) Grasslands.  

An application for the removal of native vegetation has already been lodged for Ajax Road Grassland 
earlier in 2021 and is going to VCAT next year. A two-hectare block of grassland has been lost at 
Burns Road in 2021. Small lots are being consolidated at Burns Road to facilitate development. 
Substantial areas of the Westlink Court and Modal Place Grasslands have no protections on them. 

Hobsons Bay’s own report identifies Ajax Road and Merton Grasslands as among the most 

significant areas of biodiversity in Hobsons Bay. The Hobsons Bay Biodiversity Strategy Technical 

Report 2016 says: Many larger properties containing native grassland have very high significance 

relative to other areas within Hobsons Bay. The analysis identifies key sites including grassland east of 

Merton Street and west of Modal Place, Laverton North Grassland, Horsburgh Drive area and the Ajax 

Road area. It would be the worst sort of environmental vandalism to lose these sites to 

development. 

The grasslands across Hobsons Bay contain species of national, state and local significance. Their 
ecological value is high, and they will play an increasingly significant role providing urban resilience 
and vital amenity as the effects of climate change become more apparent. 

Already at least 67 plant species have become locally extinct in Hobsons Bay. Most of these are 
grassland species. Thirty-seven plant species within Hobsons Bay are listed as either endangered, 
vulnerable, rare or poorly known at state level (DEPI 2014a).  

What needs to be done 

1. Urgent action taken to implement Environmental Significance Overlays, including completing flora 
and fauna surveys where necessary to fill gaps in understanding the biodiversity values across 
Hobsons Bay. 

2. Ownership of existing large blocks of grassland in private ownership should be transferred to 
Hobsons Bay or to the State and permanently protected for conservation purposes. Hobsons Bay 
may require State help to achieve this outcome. 

3. Any removal of grassland to be accompanied by management plans for all threatened species in 
the path of habitat destruction, including options for translocation. 

4. Any offsetting of native vegetation to take place within the urban growth boundary, preferably 
within Hobsons Bay. 

5. Hobsons Bay should not facilitate further development on grassland sites. 
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Background 

Grasslands are fundamental to the West 

Grasslands have always been part of Melbourne’s West. Now their once-grand historic extent has 
been sorely reduced, and remnant patches subject to mismanagement, dumping and neglect. 

To its credit, Hobsons Bay has managed to preserve a significant number of good-quality grassland 
sites, and those under its control are well-managed.  

But, while Hobsons Bay has an excellent Biodiversity Strategy built on a strong technical analysis, to 
date its key recommendations have not been implemented. 

In the absence of a strong strategic position on the value of its environmental assets, Hobsons Bay is 
left unprepared and in a poor negotiating position with developers. 

The need for ESOs 

The best means for protecting grasslands on private land is for Hobsons Bay to apply Environmental 
Significance Overlays (ESOs) across land considered of environmental importance. 

ESOs need to be evidenced-based. The Hobsons Bay Biodiversity Technical Report provides a strong 
basis on which to act. It also identifies knowledge gaps. 

Brimbank and Hume Councils are the most successful Melbourne LGAs for protecting their grassland 
assets, and both have implemented ESOs. 

Purchase 

The best solution to the threat facing grasslands on private land is for Council or the State to purchase 
them. This would require additional facilitation by the State through its Department of Environment, 
Land, Water and Planning. Council should be actively seeking multiple avenues for how to achieve the 
best outcomes for these grasslands. 

Hobsons Bay is changing 

Gentrification and population are continuing across Hobsons Bay. At the same time, residents are 
becoming a more environmentally aware constituency who recognise the value of environmental 
assets and understand their importance in providing ecosystem services, liveability and wellbeing as 
well as urban resilience. 

Industry is also changing. The refineries and petrochemical plants that once were considered of special 
importance are moving away, offshore, or closing down. In their place are coming large-scale 
distribution centres. 

Victoria’s ports strategy means fundamental changes in freight and distribution will shift the need for 
large-scale distribution hubs away from Hobsons Bay. 

Climate change will create immense change. Shoreline environmental assets such as the salt marshes 
that form a major part of Hobsons Bay’s internationally regarded RAMSAR sites will retreat back where 
there is capacity to do so, or otherwise vanish. This makes it all the more urgent that we protect the 
few environmental assets that still remain. Reduced rainfall and increased temperatures will also 
push many species beyond their climatic envelopes. 

Hobsons Bay must act now to plan for these changes. 
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Not all grassland on private land mapped 

The Hobsons Bay Biodiversity Strategy Technical Report 2016 identifies the incomplete survey of 
private land as a significant gap in knowledge of the biodiversity in Hobsons Bay. It may be that further 
good-quality stands of grasslands remain unprotected across Hobsons Bay. Urgent survey is needed 
to fill this gap. 

Half of Hobsons Bay grasslands in immediate danger 

 

 

No. Name Status Size (ha) 

1 Ajax Road Grassland IN IMMEDIATE DANGER 74 

2 Ajax Road Part 2 IN IMMEDIATE DANGER 3.8 

3 Ajax Road North Grassland IN IMMEDIATE DANGER 5.6 

4 Burns Road Grassland IN IMMEDIATE DANGER 39.5 

5 Westlink Court and Modal Place Grasslands IN IMMEDIATE DANGER 10 

 TOTAL UNPROTECTED GRASSLAND  132.9 

5 Westlink Court and Modal Place Grasslands  PROTECTED 5.5 

6 Laverton North Grassland Reserve PROTECTED 52.3 

7 Altona Nature Conservation Reserve  PROTECTED 5.4 

8 Maidstone Street Grassland  PROTECTED 6.2 

9 Jordan Close Grassland  PROTECTED 6.4 

10 Doreen’s Grassland  PROTECTED 6.4 

11 Horsburgh Road Grassland  PROTECTED 8.9 

12 SJ Clements Reserve  PROTECTED 1.0 

13 Spicer Street Grassland, Emu Foot Grassland  PROTECTED 0.8 

14 Trafalgar Avenue Grassland  PROTECTED 0.2 

15 Truganina Park PROTECTED - 

16 Truganina Explosives Factory Grassland PROTECTED - 

 TOTAL PROTECTED GRASSLAND  93.1+ 
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Large and unprotected grasslands in private ownership 

Ajax Road Grassland  IN IMMEDIATE DANGER 

OWNER: Private 
MANAGER: Private, some Melbourne Water 
SIZE: 78 ha 
ACCESS: Private land easily accessed 
 

 

 

Description 

The site is strategically located on the Werribee and Altona rail lines, at the confluence of Laverton 
Creek and Kayes Drain, and immediately north of Truganina Swamp, a BioSite of state significance. 
Immediately to the east is residential land. 
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Ajax Road Grassland is the subject of a recently rejected planning application (PA 1841550) to 
subdivide and remove native vegetation. The proposal included an on-site offset of the land south of 
the Altona rail line (C) and immediately north of Truganina Swamp, and an additional, contentious off-
site offset for the Sunshine Diuris. Future inundation from climate change will mean the proposed on-
site offset area will transition into brackish wetland over the coming decades, calling into question the 
value of the offset.  

This grassland is Themeda-rich, with an intact rocky substrate providing potential Striped Legless 
Lizard habitat. It is home to a large population of over 400 Spiny Rice-flower plants (C) as well as native 
herbs such as Small-flower Flax-lily, Yellow Rush-lily, and Arching Flax-lily. Lack of management has 
allowed substantial infestations of weeds.  

The offset site (C) is weedy and at risk from sea level rise, but is an important brackish grassland 
ecotone, adjoining the estuarine Brackish Wetland of Truganina Swamp immediately south. It includes 
a rare form of Plains Grassland dominated by Coast Tussock-grass and Australian Salt-grass, as well as 
kangaroo grass and a large population of Spiny Rice-flower.  

The southern portion may be currently managed by Melbourne Water as part of their management 
of Truganina Swamp.  

Values 

Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, large population of Spiny Rice-flower, Matted Flax-lily, 

potential for Striped Legless Lizard, rocky substrate intact, key location on inland-coast biolinks, 
significant capacity to absorb impacts of climate change. 

References 

Biosis Research Ajax Rd 2020, 2014, Flora and Fauna Assessment, offset management plan 

Biosis Research 2020 and 2014, Ajax Rd, Altona Flora and Fauna Assessment 
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Ajax Road Part 2  UNPROTECTED 

OWNER: Private, same as Ajax Road 
MANAGER: Private 
SIZE: 3.8 ha 
ACCESS: Private land easily accessed 
 

 

Description 

Despite being part of the same land parcel, this area was excluded from surveys during the recently 
rejected planning application (PA 1841550) process to subdivide and remove native vegetation.  

This grassland is Themeda-rich with Spiny Rice-flower plants. It will be relatively easy to clean-up, with 
weeds restricted to edges and core in good condition. Potential habitat for Striped Legless Lizard. 

Values 

Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, Spiny Rice-flower.  
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Ajax Road North Grassland  UNPROTECTED 

OWNER: Private 
MANAGER: Private 
SIZE: 5.6 ha 
ACCESS: Private land easily accessed 
 

 

Description 

Rocky with dense stands of Themeda with Spiny Rice-flower, some native herbs and limited weed. An 
important link in the grassland habitat corridor along Werribee rail line. This block should be retained 
as a local offset for clearing elsewhere in the Altona industrial precinct. It has little impact on orderly 
development or the area of developable land in the industrial estate. With limited weed, it will be 
relatively easy to restore.  

Melbourne Water undertakes some management of the southern portion as part of their 
management of Truganina Swamp.  

Values 

Long unsurveyed. Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, Spiny Rice-flower, Striped Legless 

Lizard, rocky substrate intact, good location on rail corridor.  
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Burns Road Grassland (Merton Street Grassland)  IN IMMEDIATE DANGER 

OWNER: Private 
MANAGER: Private 
SIZE: 39.5 ha 
ACCESS: Private land easily accessed 
 

 
 

Description 

The Burns Road Grassland site is a historic subdivision of hundreds of land parcels, zoned industrial, 
and is similar in that regard to the Solomon Heights subdivision in Brimbank.  

It is a large Themeda paddock, with rocks intact, some native herbs and some areas of weed invasion. 
Although subject to heavy grazing in the 1980s, it has survived and regenerated well. Spiny Rice-flower 
is believed to be present. It is also the only location in Hobsons Bay that has Striped Legless Lizard 
(apart from Laverton North Grassland, where they were reintroduced). 

Large parcel on northern edge has been cleared for development. Council currently pursuing strategy 
of consolidating land parcels to facilitate future development. Surveyed in 2018 by Abzeco. 

Values 

Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, Spiny Rice-flower, Striped Legless Lizard, rocky 

substrate intact, key location on inland-coast biolinks. 

References 

DNRE 1997, Burns Rd Enivrons Site Assessment, recent consultant’s report  
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Large protected grasslands and smaller unprotected high-value 
grasslands 

Westlink Court and Modal Place Grasslands PARTS IN IMMEDIATE DANGER 

These grasslands include land set aside as offsets, grassland within land approved for development, 
as well as areas of unknown ownership and ecological value. 

OWNER: Private 
MANAGER: Private 
SIZE: 15.5 ha combined 
ACCESS: Private land actively used and heavily fenced 
 

 

Description 

Previously high quality rocky Themeda grassland, dense stands of which are clearly visible on 
undeveloped portions. The site received development approval in 2008, allowing most of site to be 
developed as freight distribution centre.  

Portion A is an offset and has Spiny Rice-flower. The area protected from development was larger than 
the specified offset. Rather than retaining this small additional area, approximately a third was shaved 
off in early 2021, possibly resulting in the destruction of Spiny Rice-flower plants.  

Portion B is an offset, and has remnant Spiny Rice-flower, as well as translocated Spiny Rice-flower 
plants. This portion is near Small Golden Moths Orchid records and was probably retained as habitat 
for this species. 

Portion C is an offset and management includes a burn in 2020, and it is almost weed-free. Site 
contains Spiny Rice-flower. 

Portion D is unprotected and in immediate danger. This portion is near a Small Golden Moths Orchid 
record and a variety of grassland forbs were observed in this area prior to it being fenced off in the 
early 2000s. 

Portions E, F and G are unprotected and in immediate danger. 
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Values 

Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, Spiny Rice-flower, key location on inland-coast 

biolinks. 

References 

• Brett Lane and Associates, Flora and Habitat Hectare Assessment 2005,  

• Biosis expert witness statement to VCAT hearing 2008. 

• DNRE 1997, Burns Rd Environs Assessment 
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Laverton North Grassland Reserve PROTECTED 

OWNER: Crown 
MANAGER: Parks Victoria 
SIZE: 52.3 ha 
ACCESS: Easy for public to access 
 

 

   

Description 

Large triangle of grassland adjacent to Princess freeway, Kororoit Creek Road and industrial area. 
Regularly burnt. GPN believes this grassland is very weedy, especially with Chilean Needlegrass, which 
forms a dense monoculture that smothers native flora. It’s condition is likely to be deteriorating due 
to poor post-burn weed control. It is thought that the Striped Legless Lizard Delma impar became 
extinct in Laverton North Grassland due to burning, and it has since been re-introduced. Over the last 
30 years or so the biodiversity values of Laverton North Grassland have markedly declined because of 
weed invasion, but also because biomass accumulation has not been adequately managed. 

Values 

Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, re-introduced Sunshine Diuris, Golden Sun Moth, 

Striped Legless Lizard, Spiny Rice-flower rocky substrate intact. 
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Altona Nature Conservation Reserve  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 5.4 ha 
OWNER: Crown 
MANAGER: Parks Victoria 
ACCESS: No public access 
 

 

Description 

Heavily fenced, publicly inaccessible square of grassland bounded by industrial warehousing on three 
sides. Set-up as a conservation agreement for the protection of Spiny Rice-flower, between the 
Commonwealth and Multiplex in 2005. Managed by Parks Victoria contractors. Parks Victoria reports 
on the Spiny Rice-flower present to Trust for Nature, which funds the management as part of the 
Pimelea spinescens recovery program. 

Values 

Spiny Rice-flower, NTGVVP  
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Maidstone Street Grassland  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 6.2 HA 
OWNER: Crown 
MANAGER: Hobsons Bay 
ACCESS: Publicly accessible 
 

   

Description 

Well-managed, frequently burnt linear remnant bounded by the Werribee rail line, industrial 
warehousing, and Maidstone Street. The rail line edge is treed with small eucalypts, beyond which a 
major gas pipeline in buried. Well-signed.  

This is an offset site. 

Values 

Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, possibly Striped Legless Lizard, Spiny Rice-flower. 
Western Basalt Plains Grasslands and Plains Grassland of state significance, locally significant Small-
Leafed Eutaxia, Curved Rice-flower, Featherheads 

 

Jordan Close Grassland  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 6.4 ha 
OWNER: Crown 
MANAGER: Hobsons Bay 
ACCESS: Easily accessed 
 

Description 

Well-managed, frequently burnt triangle of remnant bounded by industrial warehousing, Jordan Close 
and, to the east and south, the back fences of residential properties. 
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Doreen’s Grassland  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 6.4 ha 
OWNER: Unknown 
MANAGER: Unknown 
ACCESS: Easily accessed 
 

 

Description 

This grassland is hidden between the railway and some houses. It includes Kangaroo Grass, Lemon 
Beauty-heads and Spiny Rice-flower (Pimelea spinescens).  

Doreen Eddison has been resident of Altona for many years and as a child she collected, pressed and 
painted the local wildflowers. Her book of wildflowers has been the inspiration for the conservation 
and revegetation of one of Altona’s local grasslands. Some of the pressed plants included the Small 
Golden Moths Orchid, which has not been recorded in Hobsons Bay for two decades. 

An informative Sydney Morning Herald article can be found here. 

Values 

Spiny Rice-flower 

  

https://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/wildflowers-and-native-grasses-thrive-20140602-zrsz6.html#ixzz34wU9CWVP
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Horsburgh Road Grassland  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 8.9 ha 
OWNER: Unknown 
MANAGER: Hobsons Bay 
ACCESS: No public access 
 

   

Description 
This heavily fenced grassland on an industrial area is signed and provides habitat for Golden Sun Moth. 
It has a good diversity of native forbs. It is actively managed by Hobsons Bay. 

This is an offset site. 
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SJ Clements Reserve  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 1.0 ha 
OWNER: Hobsons Bay 
MANAGER: Hobsons Bay 
ACCESS: Publicly accessible 
 

 

Description 

Grassland occupies one half of this small reserve beside the Werribee rail line, the other half being an 
enclosed off leash dog park and former soccer field. The grassland values of this small site were only 
noticed in the last dozen years. It contains critically endangered Spiny Rice-flower (Pimelea 
spinescens), as well as other native forbs. The fenced off area could be expanded, better managed 
and landscaped in a way that celebrates our native grasslands.  

Values 

Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, critically endangered Matted Flax Lily and 
critically endangered Spiny Rice-flower. Western Basalt Plains Grasslands of state significance.  
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Spicer Street Grassland, Emu Foot Grassland  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 0.8 ha 
OWNER: Crown 
MANAGER: Hobsons Bay 
ACCESS: Publicly accessible 
 

 

Description 

Small, well-managed, rocky grassland adjacent to Skeleton Creek. Friends of Skeleton Creek do 
effective weed control and revegetation, and the care they provide is evident in the grassland’s 
presentation. Fencing is strong, and rabbit proof. A small path runs across the northern tip of the 
grassland as a well curated intensely floral experience with excellent interpretive signage. The 
grassland is well-signed in Council’s grassland style. Plantings continue outside the grassland along the 
road edge. Burnt: Hobsons Bay City Council: April 2011, May 2013. 

Values 

Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, possibly Striped Legless Lizard, one previous 
record for Growling Grass Frog; Western (Basalt) Plains Grasslands of state significance; locally 
significant Scurf-pea, Twining Glycine. 
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Trafalgar Avenue Grassland  PROTECTED 

(Altona Meadows Community Park Grassland) 

SIZE: 0.2 ha 
OWNER: Crown 
MANAGER: Hobsons Bay 
ACCESS: Publicly accessible 
 

 

Description 

Small grassland, fenced and signed, within a larger park co-located with the Altona Meadows 
Community Centre. 

Burnt Hobsons Bay City Council: April 2011 (100m x 20m)  
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Smaller patches of grassland on public land 

Truganina Explosives Reserve  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 16.2 ha, of which a small portion is grassland 
OWNER: Crown 
MANAGER: Hobsons Bay 
ACCESS: Limited to first Sunday most months 
 

   

Description 

Located opposite Kooringal Golf Course on Queen Street. This reserve has a unique history, once 
having been a storage for explosive materials. It includes an historic homestead, under keepers 
residence, and the conservation reserve. The original vegetation type was Sheoke woodland or 
alkaline dune scrub, dominated by Silver Banksia and Drooping Sheoke. The reserve also provides 
shelter and habitat for the endangered Altona Skipper Butterfly with a stand of Chaffey Saw-sedge. 

A significant marine bird and amphibian habitat. 

Burnt Hobsons Bay City Council: April 2008, March 2010, April 2011, April 2011 

Values 

Coastal Tussock Grassland. Species of local conservation significance include Salt Lawrencia, Native 
Hollyhock, Austral Hounds Tongue.  
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AB Shaw Reserve  PROTECTED 

Size: Small patches within 11.7 ha reserve 
Owner: Hobsons Bay 
Manager: Hobsons Bay 
Access: Publicly accessible 

Description 

Large reserve with ovals and playspaces on Laverton Creek. Some isolated grassy patches. 

Values 

Critically endangered Natural Temperate Grassland, Western Basalt Plains Grassland of state 
significance, Small-Leafed Eutaxia of local significance. 

Truganina Park  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 74.3 ha of which a small portion is grassland 
OWNER: Crown 
MANAGER: Hobsons Bay 
ACCESS: Easily accessed 

Description 

Note that Hobsons Bay Biodiversity Technical Report describes this site as unmanaged public land. 
Recently fenced for protection. 

Values 

Coastal Tussock Grassland. Site contains more than 100 Spiny Rice-flower. Flora of local significance 
include Rounded Noonflower, Seablite, Sea Heath and Bearded Glasswort. Significant marine bird and 
amphibian habitat. 

Truganina Swamp  PROTECTED 

SIZE: 107.1 ha of which a small portion is grassland 
OWNER: DELWP 
MANAGER: Melbourne Water 
ACCESS: Easily accessed 
 

Description 

Small areas of grassland occur within this land parcel that is otherwise brackish wetland. The site is 
adjacent to and immediately south of Ajax Road Grassland 

Values 

Plains grassland. 

 

Other public spaces with some grassy values 

Sandy Point Nature Reserve, Grieve Parade West Grassland, Cherry Lake (includes a good grassy 
section, with Melbourne Water reintroducing forbs), Altona Coastal Park, Jawbone Flora and Fauna 
Reserve (with Friends group plantings), Newport Lakes Reserve (has had ecological burns), Cheetham 
Wetlands, Rifle Range Reserve (has had ecological burns). 


